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Region Feud Competition
A PVF Fundraising Event
Six podiums (five region teams and Show Host), screen, questions/answers on computer, five Port
Supply flashlights, timer, notebook computer, projector, PowerPoint & audio.
Timing Judge:

USCG

Judge (which light turned on first, allowable answer, etc.):

USCG

Scorekeeper:

USCG

The Show designated Judge(s) and Scorekeeper decisions shall be absolute & final
Each region shall have a team of 20 paid participants, one shall be designated the Team Captain. The
Team Captain will be the only spokesperson for their respective Team.
Toss Up – A question is posed by Show Host Captain Alan E. D. Bernstein, the first region Captain who
turns on their show provided Port Supply flashlight must provide an answer within 10 seconds.
If the “region” provided the top answer, that region wins control of the question. They must
huddle with their region to get the remaining answers (10 seconds per answer). For every
incorrect answer (i.e., an answer not on the Board) or not given in the allotted time they receive
an X, two X’s and the Region loses control & the Region to their right has the ability to take
control of the question by providing an answer (10 seconds), if their answer appears on the Board
they receive all the points accumulated in that round. Any tie goes to the region that lit their Show
provided their show provided Port Supply flashlight first.
B. If the “region” does not provide the top answer the Region to their right has a chance to answer
the question (within 10 seconds) and can huddle with their team….
A.

So on until all 10 questions are revealed and each “region” has had a chance.
Assigning Points
Each answer has points associated with it equal to the number of people in the survey that provided that
same answer. As noted above a region has the ability to steal points too.
All 100 paid participants must be in the muster area behind their respective podium prior to
competition start
The winner is the team that accumulates the most points within 10 questions/rounds.
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SCORING
Pre Event Sign Up Handicap
First Place:
40 points
Second Place: 30 points
Third Place:
20 points
Fourth Place: 10 point
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